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The fragile peace of Péronne between King Louis XI and Charles, Duke of Burgundy (1468) merited 

not one but two works by the official Burgundian historian, George Chastelain, both of which survive in 

a single manuscript, Florence Biblioteca Medicea-Laurenziana Med. pal. 120. »La paix de Péronne«, 

one of Chastelain’s rare forays into theatre, was probably the earlier of the two texts, although the date 

and location of its performance (if there was one) have never been satisfactorily identified. As Claude 

Thiry has noted, beneath the necessary eulogy of the peace signed between the two princes which 

one finds in this work, the »mystère« struck a pessimistic note as to the long-term prospects of the 

agreement reached at Péronne. The theme was developed in far greater detail in Chastelain’s »Livre 

de paix«, which is edited here by Tania Van Hemelryck for the first time since its appearance in Baron 

Josèphe Kervyn de Lettenhove’s »Œuvres de Georges Chastellain«, vol. 7 (Brussels 1865, p. 341–

422). 

Le »Livre de paix« was one of Chastelain’s most complex literary creations. Using the familiar topos of 

the allegorical dream as a means of exploring a thorny political issue, the author has a vision of Louis 

and Charles seated in a tent in the company of Dame Paix. The tent itself is of suitably fragile 

construction, consisting of four allegorically named sides (e. g. »Humiliacion de courages«), each 

supported by two similarly named ropes (e. g. »Cremeur de Dieu«, »Congnoissance de soy 

mesmes«), the whole precariously held together by slip knots »qui se pooient aussy bien desfaire que 

tenir, et le dangier pendoit en humaine volenté, bonne ou parverse«. Once Dame Paix has lectured 

both princes on their responsibilities, the second and third parts of the work build on the classical motif 

of the dialogue, the author finding himself seated in a corner of the tent and subdivided into two figures 

who debate the prospects of the peace. Entendement penetrant, the more pessimistic and forceful of 

the two, is given better arguments than Sens superficiel, and the further subdivision of Dame Paix into 

four characters, Paix de ceur, Paix de bouce, Paix de semblant and Paix de vray effect permits the 

author to air his doubts in more detail. Chastelain glosses his vision in the fourth and final section of 

the work, ending in a series of wishes in which the use of the subjunctive characterises his attitude: 

durer puist [la paix] longuement et Dieu en puist avoir loenge et gloire, et son peuple salut, et moy, le 

povre travaillant en publicque felicité, la ou je puis, grace et faveur de tous les bons. In contrast to the 

many works of fifteenth-century francophone literature which ardently called for peace, Chastelain’s is 

an elaborate study on the precarious quality of peace; or rather, the particular peace signed at 

Péronne in October 1468. Events would soon prove him right.

Tania Van Hemelryck’s edition of this important work constitutes a substantial contribution to the 
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growing body of scholarship on Chastelain. Since Kervyn’s edition was based on Tournai BV 108, one 

of the many lost in the fires that followed the bombing of May 1940, the choice of Med. Pal. 120 of the 

Florence collection was unavoidable. Comparing the two editions, however, it is apparent that the 

readings of the Florence manuscript are often preferable (e. g. Van Hemelryck p. 128, Le premier pan, 

cf. Kervyn p. 398, Le tiers pan; or again, Van Hemelryck p. 117, Loal prince de la chevalerie, cf. 

Kervyn p. 388, Joab prince de la chevalerie etc.). The editor respects the manuscript scrupulously and 

makes an admirable job of punctuating Chastelain, a difficult task given the complex relationship that 

can exist between clauses and sub-clauses. The result is a text that flows far better than Kervyn’s 

edition. It might have been useful to include reproductions of the miniatures which accompanied the 

text in the manuscript, as David Cowling did in his recent edition of Chastelain’s »Les douze dames de 

rhétorique«, and some form of concordance with Kervyn’s edition would have been valuable. But 

these are minor observations. Another of »Le Grand George’s« works has been brought to a new 

generation of scholars in an accessible, reliable form.
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